The wine sector is going through a significant evolution dealing with the challenges of competition issues in international markets and with necessary commitments to sustainability improvement. In the wine supply chain, the agricultural phase represents a potential source of pollution and costs. From the farmers' point of view, these contexts require them to be more attentive and find a compromise among environmental benefits, economic benefits, and costs linked to farming practices. This paper aims to make a sustainability assessment of different wine-growing scenarios located in Calabria (Southern Italy) that combines conflicting insights, i.e., environmental and economic ones, by applying Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) to identify the main hotspots and select the alternative scenarios closest to the ideal solution through the VIKOR multicriteria method. In particular, the latter allowed us to obtain synthetic indices for a two-dimensional sustainability assessment. Conventional practices associated to the espalier training system represent the best compromise from both environmental and economic points of view, due to the higher yield per hectare. The choices regarding Functional Unit (FU) and indicators were shown to have a high influence on results.
Introduction
According to the definition provided in 1989 by the American Agronomy Society, sustainable agriculture can be considered as an activity "that, over the long term, enhances environmental quality and the resource base on which agriculture depends; provides for basic human food and fiber needs; is economically viable; and enhances the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole" [1] . Since then, a heightened scientific debate occurred over which paradigms, approaches and methodologies are more appropriate to solve these issues, and how to consider the multifarious aspects and implications characterizing a complex agricultural [2] . In this sense, Kajikawa et al. [3] affirmed that, within the latest scientific literature on sustainability discourses, agricultural sustainability is the more representative disciplines-focus issue, proving the relevance of research advances in this field.
Nevertheless, the growing need to find new methods and tools for the impacts assessment of agricultural sector is confirmed by its crucial responsibility in generating negative externalities, mainly due to production practices. For example, it is well known that the reduction of pollution impacts represents the most ambitious challenge for developed countries. This aim has been strongly supported by the European Union that, in coherence with the "Europe 2020" strategy, works toward main hotspots and selecting the alternative scenarios closest to the ideal solution through the VIKOR method [20] [21] [22] . The reason for the choice of this method, among other MCDA tools, is threefold: it entails a higher sensitivity analysis compared to other MCDA methods; its software package is flexible [23] ; it allows to solve discrete decision problems by determining the compromise solution with incommensurable or discordant criteria [24] .
The methodological proposal is then applied to a real case study, i.e., the sustainability assessment of grapevine production systems in Cirò production area, in Calabria (South Italy), with the purpose to find a compromise between the economic concerns of farmers, and the environmental issues to satisfy the claims of more conscious consumers. The methodology allowed us to obtain indices of sustainability to implement a two-dimensional sustainability assessment, merging the values of different criteria in a single indicator.
Furthermore, the study also contributes to expanding the knowledge of grape vine production linked to environmental and economic concerns, through the extension of system boundary to the whole life cycle of vineyard and providing a location-specific dataset useful as reference for LCA practitioners.
Findings can be useful to interpret economic and environmental sustainability issues and to accompany decision-making processes providing transparent, perceivable and systematic information about trade-offs involved in a complex production process.
Methodological Background
LCA methodology has raised a growing interest, leading to the development of many applications within different productive systems, including the food farming sector. The latter represents a challenging field due to the need to solve complex matters from both methodological and technical point of views [25] . Regarding the application of LCA to agro-food productions, several studies are available in the literature [26] [27] [28] ; in particular, research in fruit sector has assumed a growing relevance starting from 2005. Concerning the wine sector, in the last decade there was an increasing interest in LCA applications, underlining the great relevance that the environmental issues play also in this sector [29, 30] .
Splitting the life cycle of wine into five sub-systems (farming, transformation, packaging, distribution and use), it has been found that the agricultural phase represents the most important potential source of greenhouse gas emissions, due to the consumption of fossil fuels for mechanical operations [30] [31] [32] . Comparative assessment is one of principal types of application performed by international scholars. Regarding the farming phase, several studies have aimed to compare different agricultural management, focusing in particular on comparison between conventional and organic or biodynamic cultivation [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
The most common Functional Unit (FU) applied in LCA studies on wine growing is the mass unit as the bottle, the volume of wine or the mass of grapes [31, 38, 39] . Only few studies used a cultivated area unit to compare different farming strategies [35, 40] . Among the studies that declare a system boundary from "cradle to grave", the agricultural phase considered only consists in the full production phase, disregarding other phases such as the planting or the growing and decreasing production phases [41] [42] [43] [44] . Only a few papers include the planting of a vineyard (e.g., [45, 46] ) and a minority considers the whole cultivation cycle (e.g., [40] ). According to Petti et al. [29] , as in the case of every perennial crop, it is important to assess the overall life cycle of a vineyard, including planting, the unproductive phase, as well as the productive senescence phases and removal. Most studies restrict the system boundaries by excluding the consumption phase because of a lack of significant data; in doing so, the impact generated is limited to transportation from the point of sale to the place of consumption-and for some types of product to refrigeration facilities-and can be omitted because it is negligible [42, 43] .
Some specific issues are often neglected because of the lack of data or the difficulty to apply specific estimation models (e.g., wastewater treatments or emissions of herbicides and pesticides) [29] .
LCC methods, and compared their environmental performances and highlighted the reasons for the higher market price of the organic oil.
In some other studies, the LCC approach was combined with a cash flow analysis in order to determine the profitability of agricultural systems through specific economic indicators. This is the case of De Gennaro et al. [75] , who examined the environmental and economic performances of two innovative olive-growing systems by using a model of LCC based on input-output analysis, and in particular, whether high trees density orchards were able to reduce production costs without worsening environmental sustainability. Mohamad et al. [76] investigated the environmental impacts and economic performances of two organic and conventional olive production systems, focusing on field agricultural practices, with the aim to recognize the hotspots of each system and optimizing olive field operation. De Luca et al. [77] analyzed the level of sustainability of different Clementine production systems-conventional, integrated and organic-from both an economic and environmental standpoint: results allowed to compare and to rank performances of each scenario for every methodology applied. Pergola et al. [78] added, to the combination of LCA and LCC methods, an energy analysis to compare organic and conventional farming systems of lemon and orange productions, in order to evaluate also their energy consumption. To the authors' knowledge, apart from Amienyo [79] , who performed a comparative analysis in the beverage sector by coupling LCA, LCC and social indicators, there are only two works that evaluate the economic performance of grapevine production systems applying LCC and/or LCA (e.g., [40, 80] ).
Concerning, in a broad sense, the economic evaluation of vine growing, many studies focused mainly on the production costs analysis. It is the case of Bates and Morris [81] , who compared the costs of different commercial pruning systems for wine growing. Garcia, et al. [82] , performed a cost-benefit analysis to determine the profitability of wine grape production under different irrigation regimes. Tudisca et al. [83] , estimated the production cost and the profitability of wine grape cultivars, comparing different harvesting techniques. Di Vita and D'Amico [84] evaluated the cost-effectiveness of wine grape productions with the aim of verifying if micro and small size farm can remain viable in an increasingly competitive wine market. Marone et al., [85] used a specific cost accounting model to verify the production costs composition of a single wine bottle. Santiago-Brown, et al. [86] , have focused on the establishment of representative economic, environmental, and social indicators for assessment of the sustainability of vineyards.
Conducting a bibliographic research on the principal on-line scientific databases (Scopus, ScienceDirect), 65 indexed papers have been published from 1997 to 2015 (89% are journal articles, 6% book chapters, 5% conference proceedings), with a positive trend, showing a growing interest and need in combining the strengths of both families of methodologies. The two families of methodologies have been combined in many different ways. In some cases, LC methodologies (LCA, LCC, sLCA, LCSA) are applied as a part of a multi-criterial framework, i.e., they provided insights that were later compared to others (see for example [87] [88] [89] [90] ). In other cases, MCDA methodologies are applied to LC evaluation frameworks to improve or facilitate some specific step, such as the selection of relevant scenarios to be assessed, the choice of impact categories or their weighting according to different criteria, sometimes recurring to stakeholders' participation (see for example [22, 91, 92] ).
According to Miettinen and Hämäläinen [93] and Gaudreault, et al. [94] , the benefit of combining MCDA and LC methodologies also consists in overcoming the subjective elements (assumptions) in LCA and LCC [95, 96] . Moreover, MCDA is considered useful to solve the trade-offs between multiple objectives and to address the interpretation phase in LC methodologies [97] .
Within the broad umbrella of MCDA methods, VIKOR technique (Vlse Kriterijumska Optimizacija Kompromisno Resenje) [98, 99] allows to solve discrete decision-making problems with conflicting criteria, by determining a compromise solution rather than an optimal solution. An updated state of the art on VIKOR can be found in Mardani et al. [100] that provide a systematic literature review of this technique in various application fields. Over the years, since the pioneering study by Opricovic [101] , VIKOR technique was used, proposed, integrated, modified or extended by Sustainability 2016, 8, 793 6 of 34 several scholars. As affirmed by review's authors, VIKOR method is increasingly popular and applied frequently in multicriteria optimization for finding solution to real problems in complex systems.
However, among the above-mentioned 65 studies found in literature, the most applied MCDA methods are the "Analytic Hierarchy Process" (AHP), the "ELimination Et Choix Traduisant la REalité" (ELECTRE) and the "Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution" (TOPSIS). Up to now, few references can be found about the application of VIKOR and LC methodologies [20] [21] [22] .
Materials and Methods

Case Study
Italy is the second largest wine producer in the world, with 40.06 million hectolitres (Mhl) produced in 2012, and the second most important exporter with a value of 4690.6 million euros in 2012 [102] . The Italian regions Sicily, Apulia, Veneto and Tuscany count together over 50% of national vineyard surface [103] . In this context, despite the Calabria region has a vineyard surface equal to 10,028.10 ha (representing only 1.5% of total Italian vineyard area) [104] , its small production is renowned for an excellent wine quality [40] . In particular, the province of Crotone counts a vineyard surface of 3236 ha, equal to 32.3% of the regional viticultural area [105] , whose "Cirò" production area (where the case study is located) (Figure 1 ) represents about 80% of Calabrian "Protected Designations of Origin" (PDO) wines production regulated by procedural guidelines [105] . 
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Data Collection
A preliminary territorial survey allowed highlighting two main cropping systems-organic and conventional-and two training systems-espalier and gobelet-that were chosen as production scenarios to be analyzed: "organic-espalier" (OE), "conventional-espalier" (CE), "organic-gobelet" (OG) and "conventional-gobelet" (CG). Table 1 shows the main differences between scenarios in terms of technical parameters and agricultural operations. An in-depth survey to 20 grapevine producers from "Cirò" area was performed. The present study extends the analysis to the whole life cycle of vineyard, by including planting, training, grubbing up and disposal of plants. This represents a fundamental choice in order to avoid the overlooking of critical stages as planting and training. However, this approach is not without limitations and involves the need to carry out a modelling of the life cycle. The major issues are related to the data collection. Obtaining data for the entire life cycle of the same plant is particularly problematic. This difficulty has been overcome by selecting farms that had a dynamic management, with vineyards under planting, training, increasing, and constant production stages at the moment of the survey. This constraint entailed the selection of companies with a medium-large cultivated area. For the stage of decreasing production, and according to the interviews with entrepreneurs, it has been hypothesized that the cultivation technique remains unchanged; the yield reduction was estimated according to literature data.
A semi-structured questionnaire was built for data gathering [108] to realize an all-inclusive environmental ( Table 2 ) and economic (Table 3 ) Life Cycle Inventory (LCI). The questionnaire was handed out to a group of 20 ordinary farms characterized by an average surface between 15 and 20 ha, which cover about 22% of the total PDO surface. These farms were chosen due to their productive significance among the others and they were equally distributed between the four scenarios considered (i.e., five farms for each scenario). 
Supporting structures and planting
Pruning wastes removal
Interest, Tax, Labour etc.
Vines extirpation
The collection of inputs and outputs data was carried out directly from farms, by means of the above-mentioned semi-structured questionnaires and face-to-face interviews with the farmers [109, 110] . According to the methodological suggestions by [40, 77, 80, 111] , environmental and economic data were collected, for each stage of the vineyard life cycle. Data of three growing seasons (i.e., 2009, 2010 and 2011) were collected in order to reduce the uncertainty degree connected to seasonality and subjectivity of farms management, but also to attenuate production fluctuations and other external factors that could influence the productivity of plants. Data gathering concerned in particular: farm production (yield); farm inputs (types and quantities of agricultural inputs); machinery use for farm management (e.g., fertilizer application, tillage, pruning, and weed mowing, etc.); outsourced cost items (e.g., expert consultancies, transport and outsourced cultivation operations); wages; all those cost items not directly attributable to specific growing operations, represented by quotas (depreciation, maintenance, and insurance), levies, interests (remuneration of working capital) and rent (remuneration of land). Average data were used for both LCA and LCC analyses. Additional surveys in subsequent years of productions (2013, 2014) have been conducted to verify former data, and no significant differences were found.
Life Cycle Assessment Implementation
According to ISO 14040 [14] , the first step of LCA is the definition of goal and scope of the study that, in this paper, is the comparison between conventional and organic productions of two different grapevine training systems with the purpose to identify the most environmental suitable solution. In terms of system boundaries, the study extends the analysis from cradle to farm gate by considering the whole life cycle of farming plant and by including planting, training and orchard disposal. Due to difficulty in collecting data, the nursery stage was excluded from system boundaries; this is an issue often occurring in fruit sector LCA studies [47] .
The four above-mentioned scenarios were analyzed considering the whole life cycle of the plant (25 years), partitioned in four main stages ( Figure 2 ): I Planting Stage, that considers all operations from vineyard design to plantation of trees; II Training Stage, from the 1st to the 3th year, as unproductive stage that includes all operations necessary for training system formation; III Production Stage from the 4th to the 25th year, that includes three different sub-stages: increasing production stage (from 4th to 7th year), constant production stage (from 8th to 22th year) and decreasing production stage (from 23th to 25th); IV Disposal Stage at 25th year, in which plantation and supporting systems are removed.
In line with PDO procedural guidelines, the yield of grapes into wine must not exceed 75% but, whereas the yield normally is between 70% and 75% by grapes weight so, the Functional Unit (FU) used in this study is 1 kg of grapevine that, approximately, corresponds to one wine bottle (750 mL of wine). This choice allowed conducting the analysis in terms of product; furthermore, in advances of this work, it will allow to use results as partial LCA [38] of wine production. Instead, in similar studies 1.1 kg of grapevines was used as FU [37] , because this mass is closer to the quantity needed for one bottle of 750 mL; however, it must consider that this alternative can make more difficult the scaling operations when the final product is packaged in containers different from 750 mL bottles.
For LCI implementation, the following data for foreground processes were directly collected: fuel consumption, for each technical operation; annual lubricants consumption, water consumption for rescue irrigations; modality of water distribution and related energy consumptions; quantity, type, period and distribution modality of fertilizers and pesticides, distances of transports and mass of products dislocated; wastes typology, mass and disposal modality.
Data on nitrous oxide and ammonia emissions were estimated according to Nemecek and Kägi [112] ; nitrate emissions were estimated according to Brentrup et al. [113] ; pesticides emissions were estimated according to Margni et al. [114] results. Data for background processes related to fuel, lubricant, energy, fertilizers, pesticides and capital goods production, as well as wastes process, were obtained from Eco-invent V. 2.2 database (Ecoinvent, Zurich, Switzerland) [115] . In particular, the plastic wastes were accounted for packaging, considering delivery to the recycling center, and the wastes from dismantling the supporting structures, considering delivery of inert materials to the landfill and of metals to the recycling center. Concerning wood wastes, a disposal scenario was not considered, because different reuse typologies exist. The accumulation of CO 2 in the biomass was not taken into account.
No cut-off criteria were fixed, and allocation procedures were defined in order to determine the quantity of lubricant for each mechanical operation. In particular, the annual consumption was divided for total hours of work of the machine and then multiplied for the time needed for every operation.
When possible, data have been referred to the Italian sources on the Eco-invent 2.2 database. Environmental inventory data were processed using SimaPro 7.3 software (PRé Consultants bv, Amersfoort, The Netherlands), and EPD (Environmental Product Declaration) 2008 method [116] was chosen as Environmental Life Cycle Impact Assessment (EnLCIA) method to elaborate results for each scenario analyzed. The recourse to the standardized requirements of EPD (Environmental Product Declaration) framework allowed to conduct a partial LCA of the upstream stage, useful to compare results and integrate further analyses of core and downstream stages (i.e., wine processing stage) [111] . Moreover, according to Petti et al. [29] , this method takes in account the main environmental issues related to the wine life cycle stages, that are also the most investigated impact categories in LCA of fruit sector [107, 117, 118] , i.e., Global Warming Potential (GWP) 100a, Acidification Potential (AP), Eutrophication Potential (EP), Ozone layer Depletion Potential (ODP), Photochemical Oxidation (POCP) and Non-renewable Fossil (NRF). The selected EnLCIA method allows investigating all main impact categories and it is consistent with EPD certification criteria [119] .
In this study, LCA results, related to the above-mentioned six impact categories (i.e., GWP, AP, EP, ODP, POCP and NRF), were used and combined with six economic indicators (Section 3.4), through the implementation of a multi-criteria decision technique, in order to perform an environmental and economic sustainability assessment. In addition to the above-mentioned impact categories required by EPD, and in order to deepen further relevant aspects of agricultural production [120, 121] , four additional indicators were included. In particular, Human toxicity (HTP), Terrestrial ecotoxicity (TETP), Freshwater ecotoxicity (FAETP) and Marine ecotoxicity (MAETP) were selected by means of ReCiPe Midpoint Impact assessment method [122] and included in the analysis.
Finally, to assess the uncertainty of LCIA results, a sensitivity analysis was conducted, by applying the Monte Carlo sampling technique [123] . The analysis was carried out using SimaPro software, running 1000 iterations [124] . A triangular distribution was assumed for primary data, while the distribution considered in Ecoinvent database was held for secondary data [125] .
LCC Implementation
The LCC approach was applied to evaluate all the costs-for each production year-including farm labor remuneration, land and working capital and assuming the same LCA's parameters, both in terms of system boundary and FU [40, 77, 80] . Each environmental input and output considered in LCA analysis (i.e., each single component of data inventory) was monetized by multiplying the average quantity (of the three-year period) by its unit price referred to the last year. In particular, start-up costs (design and plantation cost, training costs), operating costs of each Production Stage (increasing, constant and decreasing production costs) and disposal useful costs (considering expenses and revenue arising from the disposal) were analyzed. To calculate the amount of total cost, fixed costs (shares of maintenance and insurance, interests on advance capital, taxes and services) were also considered. Following the framework suggested in ISO [14] , an inventory costs complementary to LCA inventory [126, 127] was carried out (Table 3) , by splitting up each unit process into its elementary components [70] .
Once all costs were downscaled for kg of product along the whole life cycle of each grapevine production system investigated, we actualized them in order to identify the economic indicators useful for VIKOR implementation. A discount rate equal to 1.8% [76, 78] was chosen due to the low risk and long-term of agricultural investments.
Based on the same Temporal Horizon (TH) of 25 years, the LCC approach adopted can be expressed through Equation (1):
where: In order to conduct an Economic Life Cycle Impact Assessment (EcLCIA) coherent with the above-explained LCA framework, six indicators from LCC analysis were identified. Table 4 shows the economic indicators used and their optimizing direction (i.e., maximization or minimization). After obtaining the economic results for each scenario analyzed, a sensitivity analysis is implemented to investigate the effect caused on the economic indicators by discount rate fluctuations. Indeed, the adoption of a range of discount rates allows overcoming the uncertainty related to the choice of a single rate [128] . The sensitivity analysis was performed by using a range equal to ±0.4 percentage points (p.p.).
Implementation of MultiCriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
The multicriteria VIKOR technique developed by Opricovic and Tzeng [98, 99] was implemented to elaborate sustainability indices useful to conduct an integrated assessment of scenarios analyzed. This method based on the "Theory of the Displaced Ideal" by Zeleny [129] is suitable to solve discrete decision-making problems with conflicting criteria, by determining a compromise solution that considers simultaneously all criteria selected [100] . Scenarios ranking is performed by introducing a multicriteria index based on measure of closeness to an ideal solution. This method started from the form of aggregating function Lp-metric (Equation (2)), where: k = 1, 2, ..., m represents the alternative S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m ; j = 1, 2, ..., n represents the criteria C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n with which alternative performances are measured; f k,j is the performance score of S K relative to C j ; W j is the weight of Cj; f * j and f − j are respectively the best and the worst value of ideal point relative to Cj.
According to Opricovic and Tzeng [99] , the compromise-ranking algorithm, applied to this study, consists in the following steps:
(a) Construction and normalization of the decision matrix; the quantitative values of the selected criteria (i.e., the environmental and economic indicators) are expressed in matrix form and their different measurement units are homogenized by a linear normalization to elaborate dimensionless indices; (b) Determination of the best ( f * j ) and worst ( f − j ) values for each Cj; therefore, Equations (3) and (4) are used as follows:
if the criterion function is a benefit;
if the criterion function is a cost; (c) Elaboration of the distance of alternatives to ideal solution by calculating S k (Equation (5)) and R K (Equation (6)) indices; the first represents the distance of the k m alternative to the positive ideal solution, while the second represents the distance of the k m alternative to the negative ideal solution:
In this study the weights of each criterion are assumed equal, therefore: w 1 = w 2 = ... = w n = 1/n. (d) Calculation of Pk (Equation (7)) that represents the VIKOR synthetic index; the lowest value of Pk corresponds to the better scenario which is the closest from the ideal value, where:
v represents the weight of the alternative with the maximum utility and, normally, is equal to 0.5.
In this implementation of VIKOR technique two single indices, Environmental and Economic Performance Indices (EnPI and EPI) were defined; then an overall Composite Index of Sustainability (CIS) has been generated. The different scenarios were ranked in terms of sustainability levels expressed by the indices with a scale of values between 0 and 1, where the lowest values represent the closest distance from the ideal value, i.e., the best performance in terms of sustainability.
Results
Results of EnLCIA are illustrated for each scenario by distinguishing the different stages of life cycle ( Figure 3 ). In terms of GWP, the CE scenario shows the best performance, equal to 0.271 kg CO 2 eq for one kg of grapes, attributed to Training Stage for 53% and to Planting Stage for 30%. For the same indicator (GWP), the worse result is attributable to OG scenario (0.329 kg CO 2 eq), due to the greater influence of mechanical operation during the Production Stage. Acidification (AP) and Eutrophication (EP) impacts follow the same trend of GWP in terms of scenario performances. Regarding to Photochemical Oxidation (POCP), the Production Stage is most impacting (about 43%), followed by Training Stage (30%) and Planting Stage (20%), due to fuel combustion.
The impacts on Ozone layer Depletion Potential (ODP) are higher for the two conventional scenarios (CE, CG), due to pesticides use in production stage.
The impacts related to the use of Non Renewable Fossil (NRF) are similar for all scenarios, with only exception of CG that records a worse performance with a depletion of 1.66 MJ eq, 18% more impacting than CE scenario, due to the larger incidence of mechanical operations. Concerning the environmental impacts of farming practices, LCA implementation shows different results for each life cycle stage (Figure 4) . In Planting Stage, in all scenarios and for all indicators, the fertilization causes the most significant part of impacts, equal to about 90%.
For ODP, POCP and NRF impacts, the installation of support systems and plantation represents the second impacting farming operation, in particular due to the large use of metal and building material (e.g., concrete materials).
Training Stage shows similar incidence of farming operations impacts of the Planting Stage. Significant differences are in relation to ODP impacts category for which, in conventional scenarios, the pest control operations have greater incidence. In the production stage, the pest control represents, doubtless, the most impacting operation, followed by the tillage operations.
During the disposal stage (removal of support system and extirpation of plants), the impacts are caused by gasoil and gasoline combustion during removal operations.
The sensitivity analysis performed through 1000-runs Monte Carlo simulation ( Figure 5 ) allowed analyzing the uncertainty degree of results for each Impact Assessment Category, by considering the probability distribution of LCI parameters. Results of GWP, POCP, AP and NRF impact categories showed a lower uncertainty, as shown by the coefficients of variation in Table 5 . On the contrary, ODP values have a lower confidence, as well as EP category, that showed a greater uncertainty for organic scenarios but lower for conventional ones. Concerning the environmental impacts of farming practices, LCA implementation shows different results for each life cycle stage (Figure 4) . In Planting Stage, in all scenarios and for all indicators, the fertilization causes the most significant part of impacts, equal to about 90%.
The sensitivity analysis performed through 1000-runs Monte Carlo simulation ( Figure 5 ) allowed analyzing the uncertainty degree of results for each Impact Assessment Category, by considering the probability distribution of LCI parameters. Results of GWP, POCP, AP and NRF impact categories showed a lower uncertainty, as shown by the coefficients of variation in Table 5 . On the contrary, ODP values have a lower confidence, as well as EP category, that showed a greater uncertainty for organic scenarios but lower for conventional ones. Toxicity indicators values are higher in organic scenarios and, in particular, HTP represents the most impacting category, accounting more than 90% of 1.4-dichlorobenzene eq kg −1 emissions. Pesticides production and emissions also represent the greatest contributor for TETP, MAETP and FAETP categories ( Figure 6 ). Toxicity indicators values are higher in organic scenarios and, in particular, HTP represents the most impacting category, accounting more than 90% of 1.4-dichlorobenzene eq kg −1 emissions. Pesticides production and emissions also represent the greatest contributor for TETP, MAETP and FAETP categories ( Figure 6 ). Conventional scenarios showed lower impacts related to toxicity indicators, thanks to smaller quantities of pesticides distributed and more homogeneous incidence among impact categories values. However, even in conventional scenarios, pesticides represent the most polluting factors with machineries production and usage. Regarding espalier (E) scenarios, the construction of supporting systems plays a relevant role in toxicity impacts.
Sensitivity analysis for the Toxicity Impact Assessment Categories showed a very high uncertainty degree, in particular concerning HTP in CG scenario (Table 6 ). Conventional scenarios showed lower impacts related to toxicity indicators, thanks to smaller quantities of pesticides distributed and more homogeneous incidence among impact categories values. However, even in conventional scenarios, pesticides represent the most polluting factors with machineries production and usage. Regarding espalier (E) scenarios, the construction of supporting systems plays a relevant role in toxicity impacts.
Sensitivity analysis for the Toxicity Impact Assessment Categories showed a very high uncertainty degree, in particular concerning HTP in CG scenario (Table 6 ). The LCC implementation has allowed to calculate all start-up, operating and disposal costs of each grapevine production system analyzed and for the whole life cycle. Figures 7 and 8 show for each scenario, in terms of FU, respectively the total life cycle costs for each stage and the operating costs for agricultural operations in the Production Stage, by including the expenses for materials, work and energy. The OG scenario represents the most expensive cultivation, with 0.447 € kg −1 , followed by OE scenario (0.409 € kg −1 ). In both systems, the initial investment related to the Planting Stage and the constant Production Stage have the most impact. In more detail, for the same scenarios, the start-up costs are higher due to high purchase costs of raw materials and equipment. During the constant production stage, the higher operating costs are heavily influenced by both the harvesting and pruning operations (in terms of labor cost), and the pest control activities (in terms of input used). In contrast, the CE scenario registers the lower costs (0.342 € kg −1 ). However, with regard to the constant production stage, this scenario shows higher pest control costs than the organic scenarios. The LCC implementation has allowed to calculate all start-up, operating and disposal costs of each grapevine production system analyzed and for the whole life cycle. Figures 7 and 8 show for each scenario, in terms of FU, respectively the total life cycle costs for each stage and the operating costs for agricultural operations in the Production Stage, by including the expenses for materials, work and energy. The OG scenario represents the most expensive cultivation, with 0.447 € kg −1 , followed by OE scenario (0.409 € kg −1 ). In both systems, the initial investment related to the Planting Stage and the constant Production Stage have the most impact. In more detail, for the same scenarios, the start-up costs are higher due to high purchase costs of raw materials and equipment. During the constant production stage, the higher operating costs are heavily influenced by both the harvesting and pruning operations (in terms of labor cost), and the pest control activities (in terms of input used). In contrast, the CE scenario registers the lower costs (0.342 € kg −1 ). However, with regard to the constant production stage, this scenario shows higher pest control costs than the organic scenarios. The LCC implementation has allowed to calculate all start-up, operating and disposal costs of each grapevine production system analyzed and for the whole life cycle. Figures 7 and 8 show for each scenario, in terms of FU, respectively the total life cycle costs for each stage and the operating costs for agricultural operations in the Production Stage, by including the expenses for materials, work and energy. The OG scenario represents the most expensive cultivation, with 0.447 € kg −1 , followed by OE scenario (0.409 € kg −1 ). In both systems, the initial investment related to the Planting Stage and the constant Production Stage have the most impact. In more detail, for the same scenarios, the start-up costs are higher due to high purchase costs of raw materials and equipment. During the constant production stage, the higher operating costs are heavily influenced by both the harvesting and pruning operations (in terms of labor cost), and the pest control activities (in terms of input used). In contrast, the CE scenario registers the lower costs (0.342 € kg −1 ). However, with regard to the constant production stage, this scenario shows higher pest control costs than the organic scenarios. Investment Cost) , while the OG scenario shows the lowest performances, except for LTRU. More in detail, the NPV indicator, equal to 0.104 € kg −1 for CE scenario and to 0.028 € kg −1 for OG scenario, shows a greater investment profitability for the first scenario, due to the higher production yield than the organic system. Figure 9 
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In terms of unit revenue (LTRU indicator), the CE and OG scenarios show opposite trends, with values of 0.44 € kg −1 and 0.48 € kg −1 , respectively. At the same market prices, this is due to the greater subsidies to organic farms than the conventional systems. Regarding L (Labour per Production Unit) and LCU (Life Cost Unit) indicators, respectively equal to 0.019 € kg −1 and 0.34 € kg −1 , the CE scenario achieves the best performances compared to OG scenario, due to the lowest incidence in terms of working hours and of total investment cost recorded by the conventional systems. The sensitivity analysis on economic results was carried out by assuming a variation of ±0.4 p.p. of discount rate (Figure 10 ). The variation of discount rate generates a constant impact on all economic indicators and for each scenario, which was approximately between ±0.01 and ±0.03 € kg −1 for NPV, LCU, LTRU and LNRU and between ±0.9 and ±1.0 p.p. for IIC. In particular, a rate increase generates a negative effect on NPV, LTRU and LNRU, by influencing more negatively benefits than costs, due to the deferment of revenues in the case of simple investment. In terms of unit revenue (LTRU indicator), the CE and OG scenarios show opposite trends, with values of 0.44 € kg −1 and 0.48 € kg −1 , respectively. At the same market prices, this is due to the greater subsidies to organic farms than the conventional systems. Regarding L (Labour per Production Unit) and LCU (Life Cost Unit) indicators, respectively equal to 0.019 € kg −1 and 0.34 € kg −1 , the CE scenario achieves the best performances compared to OG scenario, due to the lowest incidence in terms of working hours and of total investment cost recorded by the conventional systems.
The sensitivity analysis on economic results was carried out by assuming a variation of ±0.4 p.p. of discount rate (Figure 10 ). The variation of discount rate generates a constant impact on all economic indicators and for each scenario, which was approximately between ±0.01 and ±0.03 € kg −1 for NPV, LCU, LTRU and LNRU and between ±0.9 and ±1.0 p.p. for IIC. In particular, a rate increase generates a negative effect on NPV, LTRU and LNRU, by influencing more negatively benefits than costs, due to the deferment of revenues in the case of simple investment. VIKOR results, in terms of Environmental Performance Index (EnPI), show that the scenarios with espalier training systems have better performances than gobelet training systems ones. Indeed, CE and OE scenarios are placed at the first two positions of the ranking, by recording, respectively, an EnPI equal to 0.00 and 0.60. The scenarios with gobelet training systems are less sustainable, because they are farther from the ideal condition; in particular, CG records a score of 0.98 while OG represents the anti-ideal scenario (EnPI equal to 1.0) (Figure 11 ). Furthermore, these results indicate that the conventional cropping systems are significantly better than organic ones.
Regarding the economic sustainability, the CE scenario, with an Economic Performance Index (EPI) equal to 0.00, is the closest to the ideal point, followed by OE scenario with a score of 0.29. In contrast, CG and OG scenarios have the worst performances accounting a score of 0.41 and 0.50, respectively. It follows that, similarly to the environmental results, scenarios with espalier training system have a better performance than gobelet ones and conventional systems are significantly better than organic ones.
Considering a concept of sustainability in a multidimensional perspective, results confirm that the scenario CE, with a Composite Index of Sustainability (CIS) equal to 0.00, identifies the best management strategy in terms of compromise between environmental impacts and economic ones, followed by OE VIKOR results, in terms of Environmental Performance Index (EnPI), show that the scenarios with espalier training systems have better performances than gobelet training systems ones. Indeed, CE and OE scenarios are placed at the first two positions of the ranking, by recording, respectively, an EnPI equal to 0.00 and 0.60. The scenarios with gobelet training systems are less sustainable, because they are farther from the ideal condition; in particular, CG records a score of 0.98 while OG represents the anti-ideal scenario (EnPI equal to 1.0) (Figure 11 ). Furthermore, these results indicate that the conventional cropping systems are significantly better than organic ones.
Considering a concept of sustainability in a multidimensional perspective, results confirm that the scenario CE, with a Composite Index of Sustainability (CIS) equal to 0.00, identifies the best management strategy in terms of compromise between environmental impacts and economic ones, followed by OE scenario with a score of 0.12. Gobelet training systems scenarios are less sustainable; in particular, OG scenario records a score of 0.60, while CG represents the anti-ideal scenario with a distance equal to 1.00. It is interesting to notice that, only for the gobelet training system, does the organic cropping system record a better performance than conventional one. scenario with a score of 0.12. Gobelet training systems scenarios are less sustainable; in particular, OG scenario records a score of 0.60, while CG represents the anti-ideal scenario with a distance equal to 1.00. It is interesting to notice that, only for the gobelet training system, does the organic cropping system record a better performance than conventional one. Figure 11 . Multicriteria indices of environmental and economic sustainability and scenarios ranking.
Discussion
The results of the environmental analysis show that conventional scenarios reach generally better performances compared to organic ones. These findings are consistent with other studies [29, 130] , confirming that organic agriculture is not always the most suitable strategy from all point of views. In particular, the foremost issue, in the case of grapevine, is linked to the difference of yield between organic and conventional cultivation techniques (lower in the organic one) and therefore, the use of a mass FU favors the conventional scenarios [131] . The same aspect benefits espalier scenarios more than gobelet ones, the latter being less productive. However, also considering area based FU, organic production could be the worst, due to the nature of some inputs (e.g., pesticides and fertilizers such as sulphur and copper), which often cause significant impacts during their production phase and to the amount of product applied [29] .
Nevertheless, the results of LCA might not be exhaustive for defining the environmental profile of an organic production because there are some environmental issues that cannot be assessed through an LCA. For example, organic farming, compared to conventional farming, increases biodiversity on a local scale, improves soil quality and increases the organic component of soils [29] .
Global Warming Potential (GWP) impacts can be attributable to the higher incidence of CO2 eq emissions due to the use of mechanical operations, and the consequent diesel combustion, and to fertilization, confirming what observed by Neto et al. [43] , Gazulla et al. [42] and Villanueva-Rey et al. [37] . This kind of results can be verified in conventional scenarios as well as in the organic ones, but with some differences. In fact, as showed in Figure 3 , training and planting stages represent the most pollutant stages, in accordance with the study by Fusi et al. [31] ; however, in the organic scenarios there are significant emissions during the production stage because of the larger use of mechanical operations (e.g., for weeding). This higher incidence in organic scenarios is in accordance with the findings by Villanueva-Rey et al. [37] , relatively to biodynamic scenarios, endorsing also the results obtained by Point et al. [132] and Vázquez-Rowe et al. [48, 53, 133] . Overall, the organic scenarios obtain the worst results due to the lower productivity that causes the higher incidence of impacts per kg of product.
Findings showed that Ozone layer Depletion Potential (ODP) impacts are strictly connected with production stage that represents the highest influence (up to 88%). In more detail, this environmental impact (ODP) is linked with production of phytosanitary compounds, confirming also the findings by Neto et al. [43] .
As expected, the impacts on Non Renewable Fossil (NRF) consumption arise mainly during the production stage and are connected to both fossil fuel consumption and chemicals production.
The detailed assessment of each agricultural life cycle stage of vine growing allowed us to understand the contribution of each stage to the eco-profile of grapevine and to highlight, in particular, the impacts generated during the unproductive stages, otherwise excluded from the analysis [29] . For example, it Figure 11 . Multicriteria indices of environmental and economic sustainability and scenarios ranking.
Global Warming Potential (GWP) impacts can be attributable to the higher incidence of CO 2 eq emissions due to the use of mechanical operations, and the consequent diesel combustion, and to fertilization, confirming what observed by Neto et al. [43] , Gazulla et al. [42] and Villanueva-Rey et al. [37] . This kind of results can be verified in conventional scenarios as well as in the organic ones, but with some differences. In fact, as showed in Figure 3 , training and planting stages represent the most pollutant stages, in accordance with the study by Fusi et al. [31] ; however, in the organic scenarios there are significant emissions during the production stage because of the larger use of mechanical operations (e.g., for weeding). This higher incidence in organic scenarios is in accordance with the findings by Villanueva-Rey et al. [37] , relatively to biodynamic scenarios, endorsing also the results obtained by Point et al. [132] and Vázquez-Rowe et al. [48, 53, 133] . Overall, the organic scenarios obtain the worst results due to the lower productivity that causes the higher incidence of impacts per kg of product.
The detailed assessment of each agricultural life cycle stage of vine growing allowed us to understand the contribution of each stage to the eco-profile of grapevine and to highlight, in particular, the impacts generated during the unproductive stages, otherwise excluded from the analysis [29] . For example, it highlights the role of soil enrichment during the planting and the training stages. In all scenarios analyzed, fertilization represents only a temporary issue, being allowed only during unproductive stages [105] ; nevertheless, it can be noticed that this operation represents a criticism. The large use of cow manure for basic fertilization enriches the soil and improves its structure, but a big part of nitrogen is lost in form of nitrous oxide and ammonia by volatilization and in form of nitrate by leaching [76] .
The assessment of impacts related to the life cycle stages allowed us to underline the role that each agricultural operation plays in the vineyard eco-profile.
In the planting stage, the installation of support systems and plantation of tree represent the second most impacting operation in particular in terms of ODP, POCP and NRF indicators, due to the large use of metal and building materials (e.g., concrete materials), confirming the insights of Benedetto [45] . Probably, using recycled material for the construction of support structures would reduce the incidence of impacts in this stage.
The Training Stage shows, largely, a similar profile to the Planting Stage; however, the introduction, during the training stage, of pest control causes some significant differences in the ODP indicator.
In the Production Stage, the pest control represents the most pollutant for all impact categories. Indeed, during this stage there is a greater need for pest controls, in order to avoid loss of product. In particular, the control of Plasmopara viticola and Uncinula necator requires a constant monitoring and numerous applications of pesticides, producing high impacts due to the application and loss of active ingredients, to the use of distribution machines and to the emissions generated by diesel combustion [46] . The influence of machinery operations is confirmed by the results which show that the tillage practice represents the second most impacting operation in Production Stage [41] , followed by the irrigation practice realized by tank truck.
The disposal stage entails a wider use of fossil fuels for removal of support systems and extirpation of plants, but, compared to the entire environmental life cycle performance, the incidence of this stage is minimal, while it represents an income from the economic profitability point of view.
The Monte Carlo analysis showed that environmental profiles are likely accurate for GWP, POCP, AP and NRF impact categories [50, 125] ; on the contrary, ODP values have a lower confidence, probably due to the higher uncertainty related to the statistical distribution of pesticide production data. The EP category showed variable results with a greater uncertainty for organic scenarios, but lower for conventional ones. Results are directly linked with statistical distribution of estimated emissions [124] .
The assessment of toxicity impact showed higher values in organic scenarios, mainly due to the higher quantity of copper compounds emission in soil, confirming the studies the studies by Komárek et al. [134] and Neto et al. [43] . In conventional scenarios, even though the impacts are much lower, pesticides distribution represents once again the most polluting factors due to the incidence of the machineries production and their use during production stage [43, 132] . Focusing on the espalier scenarios, the large use of metal materials for the construction of supporting systems generates a significant share of impacts [37, 43] . The very high uncertainty degree shown through the sensitivity analysis makes inconsistent the obtained results; however, they can be useful as indicative values [124] .
The LCC results strictly depended on production yield, that was higher in the conventional cropping systems than organic ones, and on training systems, more difficult to manage for the gobelet system than espalier ones, although these latter entailed higher initial investments. Moreover, the findings were related to the assumption of a price invariance during the reference period [75] .
Because of the above-mentioned aspects, the organic grapevine production systems, compared to conventional ones, reached the worst performance. Along the whole vineyard life cycle, the major economic hotspots were found in the planting stage, due to the higher plantation costs in term of raw material and equipment, and in the constant production stage because of the higher operating costs (in terms of both labor costs for harvesting and pruning operations, and pest control costs).
The manual grape harvesting and cane pruning were costly due to the high human labor requirements. Although the mechanical grape harvest can represent a way to reduce costs and improve profit margins [83] , the vine growers interviewed affirmed to prefer the manual harvesting for ensuring a high-quality wine production. For the same reasons, the vine growers preferred the manual cane pruning, which permitted a better balancing between fruiting and vegetative buds and a higher quality production compared to mechanized pruning. Moreover, the existent vineyard structure is not suitable for performing a mechanical pruning, which involves specific characteristics in terms of training system, vegetation density, quantity of shoots and length of the rows. Mechanical pruning can be cost-effective and more practical where the vegetation is more extensive and the quantity of shoots is higher, together with an adequate row length [135] .
In a sustainability assessment context, further comparison between different mechanical harvesting and pruning scenarios can be examined, in order to identify the most appropriate scenario not only in economic terms but also in environmental ones.
The high economic impact for pest control in the organic systems is caused by the major use of input and number of treatments; while in the conventional ones is due to the higher market price of phytoiatric products. An efficient use of these inputs would be suitable in all grapevine systems for reducing operating costs.
In terms of profitability, the conventional-espalier (CE) grapevine cultivation is considered the most profitable investment due to the higher production yield and the lower costs than the other systems. Overall, it is noteworthy that all scenarios are strongly dependent from European subsidies, with the exception of the CE scenario whose investments could be profitable also without public financing [40, 80] .
The VIKOR technique has allowed identifying the compromise solution between the four selected scenarios. The CE scenario represents the most sustainable from both environmental and economic perspectives (considered alone and integrated together), followed by the OE system. This latter showed, in the environmental performance index and in the economic one, a closer position to the worst solution, while considering the composite index of sustainability it is near to the ideal solution. These kind of results highlight that it is not enough to analyze individually the different sustainability dimensions, and confirm that it is necessary to make an integrated analysis to identify the most suitable compromise in real decision-making problems.
The environmental indicators used in this work were selected according to EPD Certification. Therefore, the findings can suggest practical implications useful for entrepreneurs as well as for consumers. The former can improve and certify the environmental profile of their products and therefore increase the added value to reach market segments that are aware of sustainable production so, potentially, willing to pay a premium price. The latter can satisfy their sensibility to the environment protection by having more knowledge on the impacts of different production systems. In this study, the environmental improvement is complementary to economic performances. The economic indicators are more oriented to the farmers, who can use them to evaluate and improve their businesses. The utilization of environmental and economic indicators different from those applied in this study, could probably change the final rank and the decision-makers/stakeholders perspectives. The use of a synthetic index allows a more understandable reading of results and then a simpler measure of sustainability [20, 21] .
Making a general consideration for future researches, in order to improve at the same time the environmental and economic hotspots of products life cycles an iterative improvement process, as it is the combination of Life Cycle tools and MCDA, would be suitable [93] [94] [95] [96] . However, it should be taken into account that the final rank would be obviously connected to the choice of the FU, as well as to the eventual assignment of weights to the different dimensions. Specifically, this latter aspect is strictly connected to different perspectives of involved stakeholders. The indicators selection also influences the rank and the definition of the compromise solution.
Conclusions
This paper has examined a specific issue concerning the environmental and economic sustainability of grapevine production systems applying LCA and LCC methodologies in order to identify their main hotspots and to select the most sustainable and appropriate scenarios through a MCDA method. The advantages obtained from the proposed methodology concern finding the compromise between environmental and economic expectations, and obtaining a tool to accompany processes of decision-making considering multiple criteria by means of a MCDA technique. In particular, the two-dimensional sustainability approach based on a joint implementation of LCA, LCC and VIKOR technique allowed us to overcome the constraints existing in single perspective-based approaches. The aggregation of conflicting indicators (environmental and economic) by means of mono-dimensional indices and multiple ones, allowed additional ranking of the alternative scenarios of sustainability. It is clear that this study is not able of encompass the whole sustainability from a multi-stakeholder perspective, due to the lack of the social aspects assessment and to the choice of environmental and economic indicators more oriented to farmers.
Accepting the present two-dimensional sustainability evaluation, this method could be useful to be applied to others products; moreover, the MCDA method would allow attributing different weights to sustainability dimensions reflecting the perspectives of possible stakeholders involved. Therefore, this work mainly provides useful information for corporate decision-making processes in order to decrease the environmental burdens and cost factors, improving agricultural management practices through a more efficient use of farm inputs. Moreover, the results may positively satisfy environmental conscious consumers.
The results showed that the conventional practices associated to espalier training system are a more sustainable strategy, from both the environmental and economic points of view. However, the findings are obviously influenced by choices made during the methodologies implementation. Firstly, the different yield between conventional and organic cultivation techniques (lower in the organic ones) certainly affected the result, especially due to the FU used (1 kg of grapes). Furthermore, these results could not be exhaustive disregarding some environmental and economic benefits generated from organic farming such as the increase of biodiversity, soil quality improvement and the increase of the organic components of soils.
The extension of the system boundary of the agricultural phase by including the unproductive stages enabled the understanding of some significant hotspots, which otherwise would not be taken into account as the fertilization, and/or the building of the support systems. The choice to carry out this extension has also led to the necessity to make some choice in order to model the vineyard life cycle. However, this extension also introduces an amplification in the uncertainty of data, which should be considered, but it is nevertheless preferable to the oversimplification by considering only productive stage.
The long term (25 years) vineyard modelling certainly introduces some limitations such as the difficulty to foresee singular events that could greatly affect the management techniques or regulations changes (for example, a new norm could forbid the use of some products for pest management). Analyzing companies already in full production stage can bring limitations; but they could be overcame improving the quality of past data (previous to full production phase of the vineyard) and conducting sensitivity analyses on the future stages (from the current stage to disposal). Unfortunately, these options are not always viable because of the high engagement in terms of time and costs, both in the data gathering and in the computational phase.
A further limitation of the study was the lack of a whole adaptation of the computational structures between LCA and LCC analysis.
The implementation of the two life cycle methods was carried out adopting a common database, keeping the same FU and system boundaries and assessing in monetary terms the physical flows of the life cycle inventory. Even if it represents the most adopted approach by several researchers, it is still necessary to make remarkable efforts for the alignment of the computational structures of LCA and LCC.
From an economic point of view, a further limitation concerned the assumption of invariance of the price during the reference period; in other words, this economic analysis did not contemplate possible market dynamics. Therefore, an uncertainty analysis of the LCC results considering price variability would be suitable.
Further research advances could be related to the consideration of all these issues in order to improve the quality of results, contributing to provide the best sustainable compromise in wine supply chains.
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